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there are no alternatives to the “western” model of democracy - there are no alternatives to the
“western” model of democracy summer / fall 2005 • volume xii, issue 1 155 gerard alexander is an associate
professor of politics at the university of virginia. he is the author of the sources of democratic consolidation
(cornell university press, 2002) and articles in the national interest, the weekly standard, and other
publications. online exchange on “democratic deconsolidation” - v there are also some countries, like
bulgaria, poland and hungary, where non-democratic alternatives, especially technocracy, have long been
popular. other than mexico, turkey is the only other country where army rule has significant support. but there
is no systematic narrowing of the gap between support for democracy and its alternatives. democratic
alternatives to ethnic conflict ... - democracy has further allowed peo-ple to express their diverse views of
the world. as a result, most states find themselves to be plural societies composed of ... it will discuss two nonviolent, indeed democratic, alternatives to potential ethnic conflict: consociationalism and neo-separatism.2 in
a consociational alternatives to liberal constitutional democracy - democracy over the alternatives of
social democracy of the type ... can waves of non-democracy wash back in our faces from the world’s non- ...
6. in bhutan, the transition from monarchy to “democratic constitutional monarchy,” was forced by the king
himself upon a highly skeptical, if not resistant, population. ... chieftainship (bogosi) endures despite
democratic ... - 4. support for democracy and non-democratic alternatives the survey results show that an
overwhelming majority of batswana support democracy. 82% felt that democracy is a preferable form of
government (figure 1). only 7% felt that in some circumstances a non-democratic government would be
preferable, and 9% felt that it does not sierra leonean perceptions of democracy - afrobarometer - a
majority of sierra leoneans prefer democracy as a system of government and reject non-democratic
alternatives (one-party, one-man, and military rule). but a sizeable proportion of the population is dissatisfied
with the way democracy is working in their country. a majority of sierra leoneans favour government
comparing regime support in non-democratic and democratic ... - democracy nor is it a stable nondemocratic regime. freedom house labels ... trajectories, including back and forth between non-democratic and
democratic alternatives, as in shifts from wilhelmine germany to the 2 democratization 92dem01.qxd 03/05/02
11:50 page 2. global trends in democracy: background, u.s. policy, and ... - than during any similar
period dating back to the 1970s. despite this, democratic declines to this point have been ... agenda to
promote authoritarian political systems or norms as competing alternatives to democracy. ... appeal around
the world relative to nondemocratic alternatives. nondemocratic governments ... satisfaction with
democracy: a note on a frequently used ... - democracy probably can never become an alternative that all
members of society support and pledge their allegiance to. democracy can,however,enjoy strong legitimacy
when only a small minority endorse non-democratic alter-natives, and the majority believes that democracy is
– in winston churchill’s online exchange on “democratic deconsolidation” - online exchange on
“democratic deconsolidation” ... to engage in non-traditional form of protest and political organizing. 10 ...
anomalies: in many countries, enthusiasm for liberal democracy has fallen while openness to illiberal authoritarian alternatives to democracy has risen. what's more, this tendency democracy, governance and
development - the region to appraise democracy and its alternatives as competing systems of government
from absolute and relative perspectives. in every round of the surveys, the majority of east asians in ... is
liberal democracy likely to win over all other democratic or non-democratic forms of government as the most
preferred political system, as francis ... democracy and dictatorship revisited - nber - democracy and
dictatorship revisited ... view of democracy that underlies the alternatives to our dichotomous measure, and
show ... code as non-democratic all the years from the moment the incumbent came to power to the moment
when contested elections were eliminated.4 0032321717723504 democracy and its alternatives democracy and its alternatives anthoula malkopoulou and ludvig norman ... develop this model around the
guiding principle of political and social non-domination. keywords militant democracy, kelsen, heller, nondomination, social democracy ... by political movements aimed to dismantle democratic institutions,
democracy may need to assert itself ... direct democracy - idea - direct democracy is an expression of
popular sovereignty—the right of the citizenry to decide on matters of fundamental importance, directly and
authoritatively, without mediation by their representatives.
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